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Wing Chun Fighting Strategies (Part 1) 
Is Chain Punching Realistic and Effective? 

 
By Sifu Donald Mak, Photos Bogdan Phsa 

 

 
 
 
 
I was recently invited to China to give a talk on Wing Chun’s fighting strategies.  Many 
in the audience knew a little bit about Wing Chun, mainly from recent movies and the 
iconic scene of Donnie Yen chain punching his way through an army of Japanese karate 
fighters. 
 
They were particularly interested in whether this fighting technique was truly possible in 
the real world. Sadly, I had to tell them that it was not.  
 
Many readers might be surprised at my answer. Isn’t chain punching one of the unique 
aspects of Wing Chun? And isn’t it something we train over and over again? Is it not one 
of our most effective fighting methods, especially at close range? The answer is both yes 
and no. 
 
Let’s first address the fundamental question of whether Wing Chun’s chain punching, as 
portrayed in the movie, is both effective and plausible. I would say that it is neither. 

Yat Jee Chung Kuen is often interpreted as the Chinese character for 
“sun”, representing the center fist, while its charging in nature is ignored. 
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This is because any opponent would either back away or be knocked down in the first 
punch or two. Game over! Secondly, so many punches delivered at one time require a 
solid stance to keep the body in balance, but the firmer stance, the less mobile the 
footwork.  
 
There was a recent fight in China between an MMA fighter and a Wing Chun guy who 
tried this. The MMA guy simply backed away, and the Wing Chun guy could not 
mobilise his steps sufficiently to chase his opponent. What I want to say is that the chain 
punching as shown in the Yip Man movie represents an incomplete picture of the 
technique. 
 
In Cantonese, Wing Chun’s “straight punch” is translated from Yat Jee Chung Kuen, but 
the English does not capture the full essence of the original Cantonese term. The term Yat 
Jee in Cantonese means the sun and represents the shape of Wing Chun’s vertical fist. 
Kuen means fist or a style of fighting. Chung, because of its tone, is often interpreted as 
middle or center, as in centerline. The other Cantonese tone of Chung, however, means to 
charge or rush in, which reveals more the way of generating power than the position of 
the fist. The power of the Wing Chun straight punch, therefore, comes from the power of 
charging in with footwork, as its name in Cantonese suggests. 
 
Many criticise Wing Chun’s punch for not being powerful. This is because many people 
only use half of the technique. When done properly, the power actually comes from the 
momentum from charging forward. It’s not just straight or chain punching. The key to 
using the chain punch properly, therefore, is footwork. 
 
Another aspect of Wing Chun’s Chain Punch that is not well understood, is its pulling 
nature. At the end of the Sil Lim Tao form, most lineages will do a number of straight 
punches. But these should actually be “Chain Pulling Punches.” In Cantonese, it’s called 
Che Hong Kuen or “Pulling Air Fist”. Pulling the arm back gives you a stronger 
counterforce when you strike with the other hand. The pulling here does not only mean 
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pulling your opponent closer to you. The last section of the form teaches you to use the 
power that’s coming from the pulling motion, a kind of Yin-Yang co-dependency.  
 
So what are the best conditions for performing this “Chasing Step Chain Pulling Punch” 
as originally designed? The key is getting so close to your opponent that you need to pull 
the arm back to get additional power because normally, at such close range, it’s difficult 
to get power in your punch. This technique actually helped make Yip Man and Wing 
Chun famous in the 1950s. 
 
Another misconception about Wing Chun is the concept of speed. A Chinese martial arts 
maxim says that no defense is impregnable and that speed is the only way to penetrate 
any defense in the martial arts world. Stephen Chow, a well-known movie director and 
actor, used this expression in his movie Kung Fu Hustle in 2004. 
 
However, speed is not how many punches you can throw in one minute. What we’re 
talking about is something completely different. A Wing Chun maxim urges us to use the 
shortest distance to gain speed, i.e., get close to your opponent. You can have super fast 
punches, but if you’re not at hitting range, your speed is useless. So how do you get in 
close? 
 

 
 
At the so-called fighting range, where there is some distance between opponents, 
footwork is the best way to get closer. If at the chisau range, use angles to gain speed and 
sensitivity to feel your opponent’s moves.  
 

Wing Chun Maxim: “Yi Kan Kau Fai”, to use the 
shortest distance to gain speed. 
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Another important Wing Chun maxim that many are familiar with tells us to chase the 
body, not the hands of your opponent. But what does this really mean? Examining the 
four levels of blocking may be the best way to explain this. At the lowest most primitive 
level is simple blocking. Next is blocking, followed by attacking. The third is 
simultaneous blocking and striking. The highest level actually uses no blocking but 
comes in the form of a direct attack, while getting out of the way of your opponent’s 
strike with footwork and body movement.  
 
A Chinese General, Qi Ji Guang, had already written down this concept of “no blocking, 
just attacking” in the Ming Dynasty. He stated that, if you make the mistake of blocking, 
you will be subject to 10 more attacks. Our Wing Chun footwork allows us to realise the 
essence of his saying.  
 
Several other Wing Chun maxims similarly demonstrate this point that speed is the core 
combat principle of Wing Chun. One is that striking is the best defense, while distracting 
your opponent to take the initiative. Another tells us to receive what comes in and send 
what goes out, while moving in harmony with the flow of the force. And finally, charge 
in upon disengagement of hand contact (when at close range).  

 
 
 
But for all of these maxims, the core principle is speed, as I defined it above. And how do 
you achieve speed? There is no other way than good footwork. 
 

The maxims of Wing Chun Combat Principles 
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One of the most famous martial arts maxims says that the hands are like spring doors 
used for opening, distracting, and controlling, while the legs are for attacking and 
defending. Therefore, defense and offense are in the footwork – in your stance, stepping, 
balance, and kicking. Why is this the case? When we look at the key elements of fighting, 
we can see that angles, speed and distance, and power are the most important. All of 
these are achieved by proper footwork. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
When shifting angles against your opponent, we need good footwork. This can’t be 
achieved by just moving our arms. Both our front and back legs give us different angles 
for attacking and defending. The arms can’t do this. Footwork serves the two basic 
functions of avoiding the clash of force with your opponent and chasing while attacking. 
Much of the training for these skills is found in the wooden dummy and knife forms. 
They give you eight directions for attacking, even getting behind your opponent.  
 
Similarly, speed and distancing can only be achieved with good footwork. One maxim 
explains that when your arm is in the opponent’s third gate (i.e., you have taken his 
position with footwork), you can attack him freely.  
 
Finally, there is power, which is not trained so much in Wing Chun but which is achieved 
by distancing and angles. For example, punching with just your arms only gives the 
opponent your arm speed. Footwork, however, accelerates that power under Newton’s 
Law of Motion as it changes the velocity and multiplies the power.  

Footwork can achieve the key elements of fighting - angles, speed and 
distance, and power. 
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In Wing Chun, our power mostly comes from the ground but also through torque by use 
of angular momentum, body spinning, and spiral force. This gives us both angles and 
power, which comes from the hips. Our Chum Ki and Biu Jee forms are fundamental to 
training this. 


